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OBJECT CONCLUSIONS
-- , ~A ,-,mi, l-nrr'Ner af plastics have

T. survey the deveiopme L wo'K A.......... ..... v

perfermed in England and America on given good performance as rotclilg

plastic rotating bands and, against that bands, when fired at low velocities.

background, to report in detail on work

performed in recet years at Picatinny Only a few plastics have shown prom-

Arsenal. ise at velocities of over 4,000 fps. The
choice of materials wili be narrowed

SUMMARY even more if retention of bands in flight
is made one of the performance criteria.

This report contains:
Development of snecial band designs

a. A brief account ot work on plastic v'ill be needed before optimum perform-

rotating bands during the last 10 y-ars ance can be obtained from plastic mate-

at British ordnance facilities, at the rials.

Franklin Institute in Philadelphxa, at the

Naval Ordnance Laboratory and the Firing of metal-baaded and plastic-

Naval Proving Ground, and at Picatinny banded projectiles aiternately , the

Arsenai (SFAL). This material is same barrel cuts down the performance

liberally cross-referenced to the Bibli- cf plastic rotating bands and should be

ography which cor-statutes a later section avoided.

of this report.
Creation of special propellan gun-

b. A detailed discussion of several projectile systems for projectiles having

material investigations performed at plastic rotating bands shouid lead to

SFAL. Propeirties of some o' the !,,ost higher velocities, 'engthened gu.i life,

promising plastic materials for rotating and reduced costs.

bands are listed and discussed. Fabri-

cation methods are dealt with and the

results of local firing tests on the -.7 mm

scale are reported.

c. In a final section, plastic rotating

bands under de,,elopment at SFAL for !NTRODUC) ION

several specific end items are discusse-d.

1. A prerequisite for good external

An improved method for measuring haliscscs is stable flight oi the pic,-

the spin of a projectile in free flight jectile. The majority of artillery rro

is desc;ibed in the Appendix. jectile. attain stable flight by spin,
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imparted by means of a rifled gui barrel strong non-strategic band ma:erials and

and a rotating band. The rotating band, cheaper banding methods becomes

which is firmlyf ..ctid zo 11 . imperative. This probably is the most

engages the spiral rifling of the gun barrel pressing reason why we should hive

4nd thereby ransmits stabilizing spinto other materials to take the place of

the projectile. Obturation and centering of copper alloys for rotating baads. Another

the projectile are, of ,:ourse, almost equally hardly less important reasoki is the fact

important functions of a rotating band. that gilding metal bands of nresent

A long list of additional functions and design do not tunction properly at the

of necessary and desirable requirements hyper-velocities de'manded of certain

could without difficulty be set up (Pages types of AA and AP ammunition. The

12 and 13 of Item 46 of the Bibliography). difficulties encountered with present

metallic banding materials are caused

2. Copper and copper alloys have chiefly by excessive friction, frictional

beers used for rotating bands since the heat, and the high thermal co-ductivity
"troduction of breech loading guns at of the metals used. A survey of readily
about the middle of the 19th century. available materials without the above-

Dureig the l:-st 20 years, gilding metal mentioned shortcomings indicates that

(an alloy consisting of 90% copper and a number of plascics may be classed as

10% zinc) has been used almest exc!u- potenrial band materials.

sively by the United States Army for

bands on standard artillery ammunition. 4. During the past 10 years, develop-

Because of their relatively high strength ment work on plastic rotating bands has

and high ductility, properly-designed been performed by a number of Ordnance

gilding metal bands Viav given satis- facilities of the United States Army

factory periorm;.,.nc in conventional and Navy and also by the British Ministry

weapons. Why then look for other mate- of Supply. Investigations have been
rials? described and test results presented Ln

over 60 ieports (See Bibliography).

i. There are twu major and many

minor reasons why we ha',e to look not 5. L.aking funds and priority, progress

merty for substitutes, but for better in the dcveloomcpr nf plastic rotating

performing mz.,-ials for ro ,iig brmndr , .: .as . n slow. Yet, in spite of

High speed warfna. :.2niids ammunition hese h'.ips, definite progress has

in quantities and at a level of quality made. Today several plastic rpate-
that was pr u-i'vryd oi. !ti Ui rials are known to give credible perftom-

a war eco-. * ;(.r Ous sd 9t7 6 of ance and indications are that, by design

copper and other non-ferrous etals impcovements involving not only the

exist. With the increased firepower of band, but the whole propellant-projecteii e-
modern weapons, the development of gull system, high velocity ammunition

2
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with plastic rotating bands can be fiber (See Items 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 12, 13, 19,

developed and produced economically, and 20 i1 the Bibliography).

DEVELOPMENT WORK 8. In contrast to the American approach,
DURING LAST 0ECADE the first trials in England were performed

on medium-caliber guns. The 6 pdr
In Englid (57 mm) and thLe i7 pdt (3 inch) guns

were used for the first test firings of
S. The first experiments with plastic projectiles with plastic rotating bands

bands, as far as can be dctermined from ("driving bands" in the English termi-
available literature, were performed at nology). Good spin and obcuration were
Ft. Halstead in England approximately obtained in most cases. All bands dis-
I0 years ago. Whereas the United States carded near the muzzle. This latter
was interested in plastc chiefly as a behavior was not at that time considered
means of saviig coppec, emphasis in a shortcoming. On the contrary, it was
England was from the beginrdng placed concluded, that, if the bands came off

on gun Ferformance and reduction of 100%, thi' would improve exterior hal-
wear. The English investigators reasoned listics by decreasing the dispersion,

that differences in properties Letween decreasing the retardation, and increasing
metals and plastics would prevent direct the range.
substitution of the one for tht .!her. As
a consequence, new designs of both 9. This reasoning apparently did not
bands and projectiles were investigated, carry enough weight to be accepted, and
and even modificatsS in the geomeotry it appears that another schooi of theught

of the chamber and forcing region of the which believes that the rotating bands
gun. Also noteworthy is their almost should stay on 100% has been adopted.

exclusive use of the case-over-band Apparently, all attempts to retain ir
design, to minimize dimensional changes fl.ght rotating bands made of the therrao-

in aad damage to the plastic bands, setting plastics investigated L" to this
time were unsucces&Af1 ., . tr uh

7. Certain attributes, such '- heat matera: wa.3 sought and, after st,.,.,ying
r H4ness, and dimensional the known properties of all plastics,

ztability, ;,.,, __,ntiy motivated the English the Brc:,s! .hose Nylon 6.6, a :hermo-

invesrigakors to concentrate at first on plastic, as he material most likely to

thermosetting plastics. Materials tried meet all requirements (See Items 22, 26,
out in the early stages of development 27, 30, and 31 in the BibiMography).

included: Ebonite (hard rubber made of Years of thorough investigation of nylon
natural rubber, neoprene, or GRS), band- fcdlowed. Performance after stor-
phenolics, rubber-modified phenolics, age under adverse climatic conditions
cord-reinforced phenolics, and vulcanized and in new and worn guns was determined.
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Reports of test results range in tone (a modified polyvinyl formal) have also
from enthusiastic to pessimistic. been studied. Promising results were

obtained, but the;e seem to be some

iU. So fr, Pylon rotatip hands have drawbacks arising from the relatively
been standardized in 'England only for low heat distortion point of these two
discardling sabot rounds such as the plastics (Items 23, 32 and 33 of 3ibli-
20-lb (83 mm) Mark 3 APDS and the ography).
120 mm projectiles. The 83 -,,,n round
is fired at velocities of 4000 fps or 14. One other material included in the
b,.:ter. At this velocity, copper bands earliest trials was vulcanized fiber.
performed poorly. Bands made from this materi,! performed

very weli in firing. Engravihg on such

11. Several shortcomings have thus bands was excellent. The only short-

far prevented adoption of nylon bands coming appeared to be moisture sensi-

fo- other standard rounds. These short- tiviLy. After extensive trials, British

comings, as mentioaced in Br:tish reports, engineers found that they could minimize

are: this water absorption Ly using the bands
only for rounds in which the band is

a. Erratic brittleness covered by the case (that is, rounds of

the case-over-band design).
b. Voids (small gas or vacuum

bubbles) in molded bands 15. !n this early experimental work

with 40 mm sounds, the fiber bands were
c.. Embrittlement subsequent to held in place by undercuts at both edges

molding, caused allegedly by progressive of the band seat, and they stayed on
crystallirity, especially under con- reliably. In recent firing trials, the
ditions of high humidity and temperature accuracy obtained by 40 mm and 83 mm
and by deg'ad,.rion. rounds with vulcanized fiber bands was

superior to that obtained by rounds
12. To overcome the difficulties with nylon bands (Item- 14, 15, 16, 17,

encountered with Nylon 6.6, ocher - 18, 31, 32, and 33 in the Bibliography).

amides, such as Nylon 6, Nylon 610,
Nylon 11, and Nylon 66/610/6, were 16. No data -,.i barrel wear is avail-
irmported from the Netherlands, France, able in the English reports. The follow-
Switzerland and the United States. All ing statements are taken from informa-
are currently under i,-vestigation as tion given verbally -o a representation
banding materials in experimental work of Picatir.,ay Arsenal: " For howitzers

being performed with 40 mm ammunition firing at relatively low velocities, the
(Items 32 and 33 of Bibliography). life of the gun barrel is about 12,000

rounds and there is no advaniage in
13. Polyvinylchloride and Fromopias ",astic bands because of the ver ion-

4
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life of the Darrel. For anti-aircraft in orher instariceswas advanced. Spt-

weapons firing at 2800 fps with a barret cific standards of time and temperature
:, ft ,U,0 ..... d, ',last;, b.,A ;n cnnection with this requirement are

increase the basrel life by 2 to 3 times, somewhat in dispute. Such standaras

In the case of automatic 20 mm weapons, naturally cannoc exceed in severity the

c..e barrel gets very hot and it is assumd conditions which the propellant and/or

that barrel wear is due to P large extent the explosive can stand.

to swaging of the bore. Plastic bands

ca~ksin, much lower band pressure char. d. Satisfhccory performanc, must be

metal ones increased the length of the obtained after standard storage. Standard

permissible burst by a factor of several storage is defined by War Office Policy

times." Statement 100 which speciiies that
e uipment shall withstand storage at

17. Published reports and verbal 140°F to -50uF and slll operate su-

informuatior indicate that the present cessfully at I?5°F to -25°F. To meet

British performance requirement- for this requirement, the British use a 3-

plastic rotatings bands are as fojiows: month storage period at i4O0 F and 95
to 1U0% relative humidity. However, as

a. Satisfactory spin must be imparted Col Flowerd,:w of the Armament Design
to r~e projectile ro give it stability in Establishment (ADE) points ou, 90°F

flight, and 90% relative humidity may exist for
months on _ ad at a place like Siegapore

b. The band must be reliably but at any place wher- 'ae temperature

retained on the projectile after it leave, rises to 120°F, the relative humidity wil
the gun barrel. The principal reason for drop to ab~ut 20%. Therefore, ADF -,re-

this requirement seems to be the pro- fers ,o be guided by actual storage tests

tection of nearby personnel. The Air in Nigeria.
Force is also concerned with the possi-

bility that frag'ents from bands which e. The plastic-bah.ed projectiles

fail may be picked up by jet intakes. inust be usable in both new and worn
weapoo.. This is a problem wLich can

c. The band must perform satis- be solved only through design aodifi-

factorily after standing in a hot gun. ,.ations.
This requiremet seems to~ have special

reterence to the fact that anti-tank in the Unit.d Stotes

weapons have to b! kept loaded and

ready to fire 3n very short notice. No

convincirg reason for tis requirement 18. Since July 1946 Franklin tinttute
has pe-formed research and development

@Quoted from Item 32 of the Bdbtlostiphy work for tcw Ordnance Corps under

CO;'FDENTIAL
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contracts relative to sevcral phases of prototype projectiles were used in this
Project TA1-5005, the subject of which work. On ORDTA's request, the Naval

is: Lone Ranie Program of Basic dnd Ordnance Laboratory selected and
Tecriiical Research for Irprovement of molded directly on the projectile 10 mate-
Artillery Ammunition and Material. In the rials covering a wide range of ),ropert's.
begianing, technical supervision of these Twoof the 10 plastics were found to be
contracts was handled by ORDTA. In promisIng band materials for the 75 mm

1952, this supervision was transferred to projectile (Item 36 of Bibliography).
Watertown Arsenal. Development of
plastic rotating bands is one phase of 21. During the fol.'owing years,
this work. increased emphasis wVds placed on the

evaluation and testing of moldable plas-

19. Results of preliminary studirPS :ics. Static and dynamic engraving
concerred with rotating bands ifA general, tests were performed on a number of mate-
rifling, friction, and time-travel (Item rials. Picatinny Arsenal assisted by
A4 of Bibliography) indicated that plas- studying physical properties, effect of
tics could be considered as potential temperauire variations on the physizal

substitute materials for the coppe, alloys properties, dimensional stability, and

used generally in rotating bands. A fabricating methods.
direct substitution with no design modifi-

cations of either the projectile or the 22. At this stage, an ethyl cellulose
gun was aimed at. The first approach formulation and Nylon 6.6 looked most
was essentially Edisonian, that is, trial promising. Both 75 mm and 105 mm
and error. The following materials were recoilless rifle projectiles with ethyl

evaluated as rotaing bands for .50 cali- cellulose ban, s were fired at -65, 700
bhr rounds: Teflon, Nylon 6.6, vulcanized and 160 'F with good accuracy. No
tiber, lignin resin, and vinylite. Firing darage to the thin-walled barrels from
test resuirs were encouraging. All band band pressure was observed. The con-

came off outside the muzzle, but most clusiun was reached that uneagraved

bands produced good spin, velocity, and bands of several plastics tested are suit-
accuracy. In erosion firing tests, vulcan- able for use on ammunition for recoilless

ized fiber surpassed all other band mate- rifles which hate been provided with

rials including metals. Teflon was too forcing cones (Items 37 and 38 of Bibli-

weak, and the other materials were fair ography).

(Item 35 of Bibliography).
21. D'ring 19),2, 1953, and 1954, over

20. In 1949, work was begun on the 40 different plastics were tested on the

development of bands for 75 mm recoil- 20 mm scale. Type and amounr of pro-
less rifle ammunition. For reasons -f pellant; projectile, band, and barrel

economy and convenience, 20 mm design; and firing conditions were kept

6
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the saine in all firing tests. Thus, the the ability of the bands to impart spin,
only variaDle was the band material. to obwurate, And to be retained in flight.
r)uring this pericxi,, the mat~erials tested
'il FPranklin Institute were selecaed by 24. Addicional work on methods of
the cooperative efforts of SF ",. anid NOL. mounting the plastic bands, barrel wear,
These tw.., facilities also provided the design parameters, and engraving chat-
molded bands (Fig 1). Materials were acteristics was started, but had co be

suspe'aded because o" curtailmere of
coruract fur.d (Items 39, 40, 41, 44, and

45 of Bibliography).

25. On several occasions, work enz the
development of en~d items was al o per-

forn-ed. A test firing of 105 mm howitzer
ammunicion Wvith DlastiC bands was con-
ducted at Jefferson Proving Ground. Two

_ nylon compounds performed well. A study
of nylon bands for the 27 mm 1 142 prac-

tice projectile was undertaken. The
results indicated that nylon bands would

meet the rotational re quiremen.-s, but
that further experimentation would be
needed to solve the problem of band
retention. When used with 57 mmn recoil-

less rifle ammunition, both ethyl cellulose
and nylon bands (Fig 2) gave perform-

ance comparable to that of pre-engraved

metal bands. The firing cest demonsti-a-
ted, however, that the band design was
not optimum with regard to band pressure
and baud retention (It_,m 42 and 43 of

Fig I Plastic Rotating Bands Before 9ibliography).
M4achining to Design Dimensions

26. Plastics reinforced with glass
fibers had om been tried for rota-

chosen either because they possessed ting bands, because it was reasoned
certain properties which made them that the rough ends of the fibers would

~pea prmisig fr ths a~"'ctio orhave an abrasive effect and :ause exces-
because they were representative of sive barrel wear. To prove ot dis-prove
particular types of plastics. Suitability this chewry, Picatinn- Arsenal nrovided
for use as rotating bands was judged by 14 rounds of .50 cal. pro'ectiles with
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bands molled of glass fiber-filled plastic was found fror,. which bands

pzlystyrere. Contrary to all expectations, could be made that imparted full spin
wkhen the 1400 r:inde, were fired- 9un and obturated satisfaLtorily. efforts

tube wear was not excessive and per- were conceitraced on the problem of pre-

haps even slightly less than that pro- venting the bands from f!ying off. This

duced oy nylon (Iten, 45 of 3ibliography). was achieved, after much experimen-
tation, by adopting a bandseat design

Naval Proving Ground and Naval Or- which by means of dovetails held he

nanco Laboratori.* bands firmly in the seat even at hyper-

velocities. It was reali'ed that such

27. The Naval Ordr-ince Laboratoiies other factors as the profile and width of

(NOL) became interested in plastic :he band and the molding conditions are

rotating bands in 1949, when they were also important, and that optimum designs

asked, by Franklin Institute, -o .ssist and conditions would have to be found

in the selection and molding of plastics (Items 47, 52, 53, arid 54 of Bibliography).

for rotating bands. Shortly afterward
NOL coopera.ed with the Naval Proving 30. Satisfactory nylon bands were

Ground (NPG) in the development of also designed by NPG for the 5"/3.75"

plastic bands for ammunition for the discarding sabot round and the 60-1b

3"/50 and 3"/70 guns. This interest 5"/54 HC Round (Items 56, 57, 58, and

in plastic rotating bands, in the case of 61 of Bibliography). Substantial efforts

the Navy, was motivated mainly by were made to develop plastic bands for

desire to reduce gun barrel wear. 20 mm high velocity projectiles. A new

band design and an improved method of

28. In contrast with other facijities molding were developed which provide

working on the development of plastic bands that are retained in flight under

rotatiag bands, NOL and NPG discon- all firing conditions. In these test

tinued the search for optimum materials firings, veloclies of up to 4000 fps

and concentrated on Nylon 6.6 (Zytel were used. Rapid-fire results obtained

101) as -oon as preliminary tests at with a high performance Mk 12 gun

NOL and Franklin Institute had indi- showed that satisfactoy performance of

cate2 a certain superiority of nylon the band is obtained even in a very hot

over materials then available. All efforts gun. Results of artificial aging and

were mhe, after concentrated on the storage tests under extreme conditions

LilIrovemen of designs and the devel- of temperature and humidity indicated

opment of optimum molding techniqucs that the storake lite of these nylon bands

for nylon bands. under service conditions would be
adequate. Contrary to all expectations,

29. Conditions on board naval vessels the bands performed satisfactorily even

make the retention of rotating bands in thouizh test specimens molded under

.! Rht e-sential. Consequently, once a ide.Ical conditions and exposed to the

O
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same storage conditions showed a 33. Efforts were made to correlate

marked deterioration d their physic-l physical properties with band perform-
.... p ..ti , .O (r'0 n ance, The conclusion was reached that

of Bibliography). no single property can be used to pre-
dict completely the behavior of a band

31. When the practicability of nylVn material. It became apparent, moreover,
(?yte! 101) bands for small and medium that the dimensions and configurations
caliber artillery ammunition had been of the band, the band seat, the chamber,
proved, other plastics were investigated the barrel, and the rifling are importarx
at NOL on the 20 mm projectile. Gt:,d factors, All must be adapted to each
results were obtain,:d with bans made particular band material if optimum
of a rigid polyvinyl chloride (Geoi results are to be obtained.
8700A), a styrene terpolymer (Cycolac),
and a polycaprolactam (nylon BN-3). 34. These conclusions were reached
These bands were tested over a broad by the Navy investigators at an early
range of temperatures and at velocities stage of their development work on pias-
of up to 4000 fr:s (Items 50, 51, and 6J tic rotating bands. Therefore, to narrow
of Bibliography). the scope only one promising material,

Nylon FM-1001 (now Zytel 101), was

Picatinny i,,*.l chosen by NOL and applied to two pro-
jectiles, one for the 3"/50 gun and one

32. In 1951, Picarinny Arsenal was for the 20 mm gun Mark 12. These
assigned by OCO the task of assisting investigations demonstrated that by
Franklin Institute in the development of modification of the design of the band
plastic rotating bands. Picatinny's con- and band seat, nylon bands can be pro-
tribiktion consisted essentially of selec- duced which will impat the desired
ting artd testing a variety of plastics ballistics; be retained in flight; ana,
which adequately covered the types of by reducing barrel wear, will lengthen

ma:erials available without either dupli- gun life- substantially. Diificult-es were

cating similar types or omitting signifi- encountered, however, because of poor

cantly different types. From 100 to 200 dimensional stability of the particular

rotating bands were fabricated from each nylon compound used.

selected material and mounted on 20 mm

shell The majority of the bands were 35. To avoid duplicating work per-

molded directly onto the shell (Figs 1 formed by the Navy investigators and in

and 2), but other means of fas.ening, recognition of certain serious shott-

such as heat shrinkage, swaging, casting, comings of Nylon 6.6, Franklin Institute
and winding, were also investigated, and PiLatinny Aisenal (PA) ccnfined
AUl banded shell were s.ubmitted to their investigations to other materials
Franklin Institute for evaluation, which appeared to be similar or superior

10 9
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to the most promising of those already of these conferences were recorded and
tested. From the results obtained, it published (Items 46 and 62 in Bibli-
appears that there are a number of agraphy).

plastics suitable for rotating bands even
though no one material available at the 38. Ir. the preceding sections of this
present time can said to possess all report, an atZempt has been inade to give
the desirable properties of an ideal the reader a condensed picture of the
rotating band. Thus, it remains for the work performed in the development of

design engineer to select band mate- platic rotating bands by the different
rials by selecting the particular corn- installa.ions concerned with this pro-
binatios of properties and the particular blem. Most of this work has already been
band and band seat design which will reported in deiail elsewhere. (See anno-

give optimum pertormance for the partic- rated bibliography beginning on page
ular type of ammunition and/or weapon 54 of this report.) More recent investi-
in which they are interested. gations at Picatinny Arsenal, not covered

by the reports listed in the bibliography,

36. The results of the work pcrformed are described in the next section of
at Picatinny in cooperation with Franklin this report.

Institute have been recorded in several
reports. Of particular interest are a RECENT MATERIALS INVESTIGATIONS
report titled "A Sirvey ot Plastics for AND DEVELOPMENT WORK AT SFAL
Rotating Bands" prepared by The
Franklin Institute for Watertown Arsenal Mtwriols Studied

Laboratory, WAL 760/452-19 (Ref 40)
and the discussion of the properties of 39. On the basis of the findings of

plastics contained in Picatinny Arsenal a general investigation of plastics in

Technical Reports 1898, 2335, and terms of their suitability as materials

2382 (Items 63, 64, and 65 of Bibli- for rotating bands, Picatinny Arsenal

ography). Fabrication and fastening concentrated on a thorough investigation

methods are d~taeJ.d in Picacinny of a few of the most promising materials.

Arsenal Plastcs Laboratory Reports Si,, ' these materials (See Table 1,

53-M2-100 and 54-M2-21 (Items 66 and i 12 cut sources) are discussed below.

67 of Bibliography).
Nylon 6.6

37. To facilitate the exchange of
technical information among active 40. Properties and molding methods

investigators in this field, two major for Nylon 6.6 have been throughly
conferences were held, one i 19 1 in investigated by British and United States

Watertown Arsenal and the other ir. Navy Ordnance facilit s (Items 6 and

1954 at Picatinny Arsenal. The minutes 49 in Bibliography). In firing tests, good

I
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TABLE 1

Sources of Materials

Designation Trade Name Manfacturer

Nylon 6.6 Zytel 101 E.I. DuPon, Je Nemours & Co.

Wilmington, Del.

Nylon 6 Piaskon Nylon 8200 Barrett Division
Allied Chemical & Dye Corp,

NY 6, N.Y.

Polyurethane L' Durethane U Farbenfabriktn Bayer, A.-G

Leverkusen, Germany

Rigid PVC Type I Geon 8750 B.F. Goodrich Chemical Co.

Cleveland 15, Ohio

Boltaron 6200 Bolts Products
Div of the General Tire &

Rubber Co.

Lawrence, Mass.

Geon 8700A B.F. Goodrich Chemical Co.

Cleveland 15, Ohio

Boltaron 7200 Bolta Products

Div of the General Tire

& Rubber Co.

Lawrence, Mass.

Cycolac Cycolac 12830 Marbon Chemical

Div of Borg-larner Corp.

Gary, Indiana

Polyethylene Marlex 50 Phillips Chemical Co.

(Low Pressure Bartlesville, Okla.
Processed)

12
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ballistic results have been obtained wich !ita-ufrethane is in many ways similar

nylon bands on 20 mm, 76 mm, -nd 83 mm to Nylon 6.6. Essential differences are

projectiles. Ho , -ver, sevcral diffkcultie-S, '1a_ Poyur.rkoe 2kcabrbs conniderably

especially with regard to inspe tion less water and melts at a lower tewpera-
methods and occasional inconsist-_-rcies tur: :han Nylon 6.6. Detailed information

in performance, have still to be over- on the properties of this material are

come. Except for a few experimental end given in Item 64 ot the Bibliography. As

item applications, very little develop- far as can be judged from the results of
ment or testing work on Nylon 6.6 has the tests perforined, it can be considered
been performed at SFAL, since such promising as a material for rotating
work would only duplicate work performed bands. Firing tusts of 37 mm projectile

at NOL. Being aware of the several with molded polyurethane bands are
shortcomings of Nylon 6.6, Picatinny described in paragraphs 65 through 75.
has continued the search for and the

investigation of other plastics with Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC)
strength ard toughness properties simi-

lar to those of Nylon 6.6 but possibly 43. Unplasticized rigid PVC compounds
with fewer disadvantages. introduced after lorld lar II have impor-

tant advantages in mechanical toughness,

Nylon f moisture resistance, corrosion resistance,
and behavior at low temperatures when

41. Among other polyamiaes that could compared with other available plastics.
be considered for this application Nylon Early in its work with pL.tic rotating

6 (polycaprolactam) has strength proper- bands, SFAL became interested in PVC.
-ies very similar to those of Nylon 6.6. rhe wokability of the first lots of
These properties and their variations this material available in the United
with temperature were thoroughly checked States was, however, rather poor. During

at Picatinny. NOL has fired 20 mm pro- recent years, improvements in poly-

jectiles banded with Nylon 6 at high merization techniques and the develop-

velocities with good results (htm 50 of ment of better stabilizers have made

Bibliography). However, since the water available :igid PVC compounds which

absorption of Nylon 6 is even higher (an be formed by calendering, vacuum-

than that of Nylon 6.6, no advantage is forming, extrusion, compression, and

seen at preset in the us: of this transfer-molding. Injection molding

material, became possible also with the develop-
ment o -I -cial machines wLch embody

Polywth U what is essentially a combination of the

4?7. his -w moldable thermoplastic extrusion and injction processes.

ba-ed on the poly-addition of a dibasic 44. The first PVC bands were transfer-

,:cohul (1, 4 bu-anediol) and a straight molded at Picalinny as early as 1951.

13
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Next to nylon baads, they looked most by NOL and SFAL, Cycolac bands not

promising in firing tests ar Franklin only gave good ballistic performance but
institue. The cumbersome fabrication al,- hA_ ,,c-l! nr .rav-on proprerties.
methods and toxic stabilizers then use-' Approximately 50 rounds were fired, and
hindered a more general use of this maL,- not - single bar.d was discarded. More
rial at that time. Better compounds and extensive tests of this material should
more economical fabricazion methods be undertaken.
were developed during the following
years. As soon as the , improved coin- Low Pressure Poly.thyl.n, (W-irlex 50)

pounds became available, they were
thoroughly investigated at SFAL and the 46. 'YXhen tried in early experiments at

results were reported (Item 65 in Bibli- Franklin Institute, standard polyethylene

ography). Fabrication methods are dis- gave good performance at low velocities
cussed in paragraphs 52-64 below, and but did not function properly at 2700 fps.

the results of firing tests in pacagraphs Recently developed low-pressure-processed

6-75. polyethylenes have higher strength, are
harder, and have higher softening tempera-

Cycoloc tures than the standard types. These low-
pressure polyethylenes, like all new pro-

45. This particular styrer, plastic is ducts, are being investigated in the

a relative newcomer in the field. It has plastics laboratory at Picatinny. It was
been available only for the last two considered worthwhile to give one such

years- Fc,-ause of their inh:rent brittle- materiai, Marlex 50, a tryout as rotating

ness, straight polystyrene plastics can- band material. Detailed results may be

not be used for certain applications found in paragraph73. Like standard

requiring toughness. Mixtutes of poly- polyethylene, Marlex '10 failed when

styrene with elastorners like GRS and velocities were increased, the point of
Buna N have excellent toughness and failure being in this case 2300 fps.

impact strength, but these materials
have given only a fair performance when Investigations of Propertiet

used for rotating bands. Cycolac is a
cerpollymer of acrylonitrile, butadiene, 47. The seven plastics discussed in

and styrene, not a blend of resins and the preceding paragraphs are compared,

rubber or plasticizers. The manufacturer in terms of some of their more commonly

states that it is a single material of reported properties, in Table 2 (p 15).

uniform molecular structure. An inspection The tensile properties of the nylons

of its mechanical properties, as deter- vary widely depending on their water
mined by standard tests did rot indicate content. The ranges within which the
that this compound would have more than readings obtained at SFAL fall are giver,

fair sub.ability for rotating bands. But, in the Table. Since water absorbed by

in the few firing tests that were performed nylon acts as a plasticizer and affects

14
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the mechanical properties of the plas- milliseconds) has been constructed and

tic, water absorption is, in the opinion is now in operation at Picatinny. Detailed

of the author, the main reason for incon- re-uits o[ high speed rests of several

sistencies noted in the firing results. rigid PVC compounds have been pub-

In the case of PVC, the ranges given lished (Item 65 in Biblicraphy). A report

represent variations among products of describing the apparatus and the method

the same type obtained from different used to measure the loading rate is in

fanufaci urers. preparation.

48. It, contrast with metals, plasics 50. It was hoped that the collection uf

are very temperature and time sensitive, comprehensive data on the physical

For this reason, variations of plastics properties of the various plastic mare-

with temperature, age, and environment rials would make possib!e the correlation

must be closely checked. Records of of physi.al properties with perfornance

observed variations of this kind are kept as rotating bands. Such a correlation,

on file at SFAL. From time to tine, would lead to a more exact definiiion

technical reports teflecting these findings of the physical ,equirements of rotating

are published (Item 63 and 68 in Bibli- band materials.

ography). Variations of mechanical prop-

erties with rate of load application are 51. However, considering the corn-

great for some plastics and small for plexity of actual service in which a

others. For certain Ordnance a llicatioas, variety of different critical conditions

as for roating bands, loads are applied may occur, it appears unlikely that any

to plastic components at ballistic veloc- one simple property can provide an aczu-

ities. The effect of variations in the rate rate index of serviceability. This was

of load application upon the mechanical born out by an examination of the prop-

properties i, cirerefore of extreme impor- erties of over 50 different plastics

tance. which were considered as possible rxa-
ring band materials. The underlying

49. Ballistic velocities are normally cause may be found in the fact that the

not encountered in civilian applications forces acting on a rotating band are rvfr

and practically no attempts had been as in general testing procedures uniaxia!,

made in the past to study the behavior but are a combination of torsional, corn-

of plastic.; under such conditions. To pression, and ten..ile st-esses all of

obtain this vital data, it vas necessary which act on the band almost simultane-

to develop siecial apparatus to reasure ousiy, within a couple -,f m1l. cond,,;.

properties of plastics at high loading

rates. Apparatus to measure the tensile 52. It is usually necessary to give

strength of plastics at high rates of weiphted cu,'sidcration to several basic

loading (failure in as little as 5 properties in judging the potential

1 6
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suitability of a material for a given and there it tightened by shrinkage iur-

-r 6 "..-------" -

ring bands, the most promising materials discarded and the heat-shrunk bands fre-

were found to have the following corn- quently slipped in the seaz and for char

bination of properties: reason failed to impart sufficient spin

tc the prolectiles. Three other methods

A reasonably high modulus of elas- which have been used a- Picatinny and

ticity of 250,000 to 500,000 psi at 73 'F. is-whece are described below.

A substantial increase in tensile Moding of the Bond Directly to the

strength with any inctease in rate of Projectile

load application.
55. In this method, the projLctile is

A Rockwell hardnesz of R85 to R120 used as a mold insert and the plastic
band is molded around it. Transfer

A softening temperature which is as molding is used for thermosetting mate-

high as possible rials and injection molding tor thermo-
plastics. With multicavity molds and

A water absorption which is as low as proper mold design,bands can be molded
possible to final design dimensions at a fair rate

of speed. Very little finishing work is

Methods of Folica-San required. For experimental purposes, the

bands are usually mo.ded oversize and

53. Next to plentiful supply and certain then machined to the desired dimensions

outstandint physical properties, ease (Figs 1 and 2). One serious drawback,

of fab.ication is one of the main advan- especially when it comes to the larger

rages ot plastics over metals. In the calibers, is the amount of material that

present case, several ways of fabricating must be handled and the size of the mold
and mounting the plastic rotating bands and the molding machinery required.

were found feasible and were tried.

54. Two methods used by early experi-

menters hare been discarded as unsuit- 56. A variety of bands, from both

able. One consisted of cementing a chermosetting and thermoplastic mare-

rrolded thermosetting plastic or hard lials, have been molded by SFAL on
rubber (eboite) cup to the base oi (heI

rubbe ( it cu to thdease o the up 20 mm ind 57 mm projectiles for Franklin

projectile, with the sidewalls of the cup InstLice (Ref 67). For recent tests pe:-
acting as a rotating band. By the o:her0 formed at SFA L, Polyurethane U and
method, a molded ot mrchined band wa'w
softened by heating, slipped over the Cyco c were iniection molded on 37 mm

base of the projectile into the band seat, projectiles.

I
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Swaging by Means of a Rubber Die difficulties were experienced in providing
such a pressure. Three possible methods

57. Injection molding requires elaborate were investigated:

machinery and molds. Some thermoplastics

are very difficult to injection mold. More- Compressing the band in a comares-

over, the materials handling sequence-- sion nold

from steel mill to machine shop to plas-

tic molder to loading pla -is cumbersome Compressing it with a tir,--serting

and expensive. If one or several of these machine

steps could be eliminated or simplified,

this would bring about consilerable Compressing it with a rubber-swaging

savings in time and cost. With this die

reasoring in mind a swaging method was

devised by this laboratory. The first method proved to be too time-
consuming, and, when the second was

58. Extruded poiyvinyl chloride pipe, used, stress concentrations and cracks
occurred in the bands. The third method

beCL .use of iis toughness; and c&r,osionwhcisamdfatoofherbr
resistance, has found widespread use which is a modification of the rubber

in industry and has therefore becom- a crirping die process, was most success-

standard stock item. It was an eacy ful. Rubber crimping dies have lately

matter to cut this commerically ,valable found extensive use for crimping car-

pipe into bands. When heat softened, !ridge cases over shell bodie., (Item 69

these bands could easily be slipped over in Bibliography). Making use of this

the base of the projectile end into the principle, a special rubber die (Fig 4,

band seat. At this stage, however, the p 20) was designed and buit.

difficulties started. 60. This rubber swaging die operati-s

59 For bette, band retention, band in the following manner: A vertical

seats with undercut:, or dovetails had been downward force is applied on the rubber

developcd. The problem now arose of how ring, compressing it. When under com-

to force the slipped-on band firmly into pression, rubber behaves essentialiy

the contours oi ,- '.,and seat. Upon cool- like a fluid. Consequently. since move-

irg, the siippeo-on Land contracts some- ment of the rubber downward, upward,

what btrt not enough t:) fill out completely and outward is prevented by the walls of

(he un,4ercuts of the Land seat (Fig 3, the steel die, the rubber moves .nward.
bottom p 19). It becoms necessaay to This inward movement creates a uniform,

apply additional external pressure to seat radial pressure around -.C perimeter ot

the bznd firmly in the band seat. Such the band and causes the plastic which

external pressure has ro be radial in has been heated to 220-250'F to flow into

direction and unitorm at al, )oincs ,rourui all the contours of the hAnd seat. Temp-

,'e perimeter of the band. onsiderable erature. pr-"sure and dwell tirr, vary for

18
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FIX I Two Metho~ds o4 Assembling Banids to Shell: (1) Slirpci on andi ht shrunk, and (2)

Sir aged in rubber die. Not~e waw, under (2) all %adercuts ae flle' cut.

19
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Fig 4 SwagAing Die
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different plastics and band sizes. In be performed right in the machine shop

the case of PVC ,ands io the V2,A -l ... .. . . . ...

shot, the following conditions gave good The dies are of very simple construction

res ults: and can be made by any skilled lathe

or-rator; only low hear (220 - 250 0 F)

Temperature of band need be applied to the proj,ccile and

and projectile 2 20cF band; and the swaging operation can be
performed on a simple hydraulic press

Temperature of die Ambient of appropriate size. Nor is any special
skill required to perform these operations.

Pressure on rubber die 5000 psi Operators can be trained within a few
ho, rs.

Dwell time 45 seconds
Screw-oc BoIds

For further details, see pp 118-144 of

Item 62 and Iterr in Bibliography; 6.4. The desire to eliminate the need

also Figures 3, 4, 5, and 6. for injection molding led also to the
simple approach of providing the pro-

61. This method has been used at jectile with outside threads and the band

Picatinny Arsenal to attach PVC rotating with inside threads and screwing the

sand to 20 mm test prjectiles ' Frank- band onto the projectile. It is filly real-
lin Institute and NOL, to 76 mm T290 ized that threading considerably weakens

shot and to 90 mm T249 HEAT shell for plastic componens, the effect being

test firings at Aberdeer-, and to 37 mm similar to that of ,oching an impact test

M74 shot for local testing. The latter specimen The f;st projectile oa which

tests are discussed in paragraphs 65- this method of fastening was tried was
the 90 mm HVAPDS T137. Since this

75 of this report. round has a discardable sabot, rhe dis-
62. Only PVC bands have been carding of the band is permissible. No

mounted by this method in the past. The break-ap ot bands was experienced inside

meone b this methodpin thast. ThC e the gun. Only Nylon 6.6 was considered

reason for this is simply that PVC pipe and used for the T137 round.

is a staiAard commercial item. Other

plastics like Cycolac, which must oe

specially extruded into pipe of an appro- 65. .ny of the following three methods

priLe diameter, -ill De tes'.d at somc of fabricaton may be used for this

future date. The nylons ha e too high a particular band:

softening point to be used in rubber dies.
Machining from extruJed pipi

63. The rubber die method of swaging

the bands has one big advantage: it can Machining from injection-molded blanks

21
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FigS 76mm HVTP Shot Sit'- Swaged PVC Hands, with Sections of Bandfs Removed to Show

P and Se a sI 1T ype A, and (2) Type P
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Fig 6 76 mm T290 HVTtz 9-4 ~ Swaged PVC Band, oftef Mwhiai
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injection molding to semi-final a. It PiV-vIdES a COllbuFU uASiS Lf,

or final dimensions comparing the different types of bands.

For mass production purposes, it would b. Preliminary firing tests can be

appear that injection molding would be conducted at all facilities.

the most economical method. However,
tk cost of mulicavity molds constructed c. The 37 mm projectile is eco-

to produce end items which must meet nomical as a test vehicle and at the
close tolerances and have inside threads same timue suitable for use as prototype

proved to be prohibitive for small experi- for larger projectiles.
mental lots. Machining from extruded

pipe would be next in cost or possibly 67. Pursuant to this decision, 300
cheaper than injection molding, even in standard 37 mm M74 AP shot, were pro-

mass production. For the time being, cured. Their gilding metal bands were

no extruded nylon pipe of so large a removed and new band seats were

diameter is in commercial production. It machined according to a design similar

is foreseen, however, that extrusiot- to the one used successfully by NPG on

techniques for nylon ,I.1be improved in the 20 mm and 3"/50 rounds (Fig 7, p

the near future to permit extrusion of 25). A study of the chamber dimensions

larger diameter pipe. It will then be of the M3 gun revealed tl.h a band wider

possible to machine rotating bands at than the .74 inch standard metal band

rcacively low cost on automatic lathes could be used. For the plastic bands two

f-om 10-to 20-foot sections of pipe. At widths were chosen, .771 inch &ad .900

the present time, only 1-ft lengths of inch. A two-cavity injection molP ..nd a

molded pipe are available, and costs are swaging die were designed and construc-

rather high. Most of the bands tested so ted. One hundred eighty-five plastic

far have been individually machined from bands were then fabricated as follows:

injection-molded blanks. Results of
some firing tests with screw-on bands 50 of injection molded polyuretnaae U
are Oiven in paragraph 89 of this report.

20 of molded Marlex 50 polyethyleni
Firing Tests

66. At a conference of representatives 25 of molded Cycolac

of Frankford, later-own, and Picatinny

Arsenal held in May 1954, it was 30 of swaged Geon 8700A !PV C Type
decided to use the 37 mm gun system for Ili)
as much of the basic development work

on all rotating bands as possible. The 30 of swaged t3l:aron 6200 (PVC

following reasons were given: Type 1)

24
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Fig 7 Detail of Modified Band Seat fot 37 MM M74 Sboc witL Plastic Rotating Bands
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30 swaged of Bolturon 7200 (PVC of? che sheil, and expenditures for
Type III) expendable equipment. Consequently,

tests performed by these methods are
All of these bands were fabricated over- expensive. Another method, called
size and, after mounting, machined to "magnetic coupling," was recently
final dimensions. introduced by the British and improved

by Franklin Institute. This newer method,

68. For reasons of expediency and with certain modifications, was recom-
economy the test firing of these 37 mm mended for m-asuring the spin of plas-
projectiles with the abcve-mertioned tic rotating bands at Picatinny Arsenal.
plastic bands was arranged locally. Picatinny Arsenal has made further
At the Picatinny Arsenal Rocket Test improvements and simplifications of this
Station, small caliber artillery projectiles method.
can be fired over a range of 150 to 200
feet into a tunnel. All types of up to 71. As a result, Picatinny Arsenal
date instrumentation used for rocket and now is in a position to measure the spin
jato testing are available, of projectiles more cheaply and mo-

accurately than was previously possible.
69. Preliminary tests were performed A detailed description of the instru-

in October 1954. Only velocity, pressure, mentation involved can be found in the
and yaw could be determined then. Appendix.
Recovery was tried, but it was observed
that frequently bands were damaged b) 72. In November 1955, bands made of

the recovery setup and came off inside Polyurethane U and of three different
the recovery boxes. It was decided then polyvinyl chloride compounds (Geon
to discontinue recovery and to try the 8700a, Boltaron 6200, and BoLaron
taking of flight pictures as a means ot 7')00) were test fired. Standard M74 pro-
determining whether the bands were jectiles with gilding metal bands were

retained. 'red to warm the guns and for compari-
son. Seven bands made of phenolic

70. As was brought out earlier in this fabric laminate weire also included. Bands
report, the primary function of a rotating molded of Marlex 50 (high density

band is to impart spin to the projectile. polyethylene) and Cycolac (styrene
It is therefore essential that rate of spin terpolymer) were tested in June 1956.
be determined when rotating bands are Two velocity levels were chosen, 2300
tested. The methods commonly applied fps and 2600 fps with 40,000 psi and
in the past at p( ving grounds are: the 50,000 psi pressures, respectively. Two
crossed wire method, the pop-out pin width of bands were at first tested,
method and the photographic method. 0.775 inch and 0.900 inch. Since results
All of these methods require consdcrable showed no significant differerrce, only one
preparation between rounds, modifications size, 0.800 inch, was used in the 1956

26
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Fig 8 3" mnm W4 Fbot %ith M1odif led Sand S-eat and (")g T'OOA Band, after Recovery in
S. wd us r
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tests. All firings were performed at of tensile properties at high rates of

ambient temperatures. load application show only a minimai
incro.ase of strength with increased

73. With the exception of the phenoli(. speed. Finally, the rather low heat dis-
laminate and the polyethylene, all band tortion point indicates tat performance
materials gave good ballistic performance w',Uld be poor at elevated temperatures.
over the short range that was observable. The laminated ph-nolic bands proved to
With the same two exceptions, spin was be too britilc.
,n all cases close to 100% of the desired
rate. Band retention was 100% for 76. For the 70 rounds of which flight

Cycolac and approximately 50-75% for pictures were taken (Figs 9, 10, aud 11. pp
the three PVC compounds. For poly- 29, 30 and 31), the ketention or discarding

urethane, band retention varied erratically, of the bands could be definitely estab-
being 95% at 2300 fps and 30% at 2600 lished. For the other rounds fired, band
fps. The phenolic laminate bands arpar- retention was determined, with a soaie-
ently broke up within the barrel and the what lesser degree of ce.tainty, from the
projectiles tumbled. The Marlex 50 bands presence or absence of small holes in the
performed satisfactory at 40,000 psi yaw cards. If band tetention should be
pressure, but at 50,000 psi the lands of made an absolute requirement, it will
the bands were aimost completely worn be advisable to take flight pictures of

off, insufficient spin was obtained, and every round fired, until a material and
the projectiles yawed. a design which will give 100% retention

has been established.

74. The preliminary firing tests on the
37 mm scale indicate that several plas- 77. Considerir - that the band seats
tics--Cycolac, Polyurethane U, and the of the projectil ised in these tests

rigid polyvinylchlorides-can be con- had to be remachined after the gilding

sidered promising as possible materials meal bands were removed, and were

for rotating bands. The tests in which therefore am always perfect, the results
the heavy (solid steel) M74 AP pro- are very encouraging.

jectile was fired at 40,000 and 50,000
psi pressure were severe, yet good PLASTIC ROTATING BANDS DEVELOPED
ballistic performances were obtained AT SFAL FOR SPECFIC END ITEMS

throughout by all the materials tested.
Additional tests at different temperacures

and higher velocities are recommended. tic rotating band, as has beel shown in
the preceding chapters, hcs ',een & slow

75. Even the latest high density types process. In the meantime, artillery

of polyethylene are not suitable. Not ammunition design engineers demanded
only is marginal performance obtained plastic bands for certain specific end

at low velocities, but recent investigations items, where m,.ta Ibinds had given
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TABLE 3

Averoge Resaits ot Tests Firings of :7 MM M74' ProjecTiies with Postic Rotating anigs

Conducted o--'r-? ,5 onJ 1956 ot Picatinny Arsenal

230( fps Firings 2600 fps Firings
Bond Amount Band Amount

Spin Retention, of Spin, Retention, of
% % Yaw % % Yaw

Cycolac 100 100 None 100 100 None
Polyurethane U 100 95 None 100 30 None
(7?on 8700 A 100 50 None 100 50 None
Boltaron 6200 100 75 None 19O 75 None
Boltaron 7200 100 50 None 100 50 None
Marlex 50 100 100 None 60 !n Sore
Phenolic Laminate - - 0 Some

unsatisfactory performance. Since no were encountered, as approximately qO,
definite recommendations could be made of these bands developed cracks within
at that time, de'elopment of bands for a few weeks after molding. The first
such end itcms frequently necessitated test firings, at APG on 12 May 1953,
boch materials and design studies. Brief looked promising, however, at velocities
descriptions of the problems encountered of 4300 fps to 4400 fps, good flight
in applying plastic bands to particular characteristcs were obtained and the

projectiles are given below, probable error (PE) on a 1000-yard tar-
get was only .35 mils horizontal and

Sht, 76 mm T290 HVTP .25 mils vertical. When the propellant

charge was increased to obtain higher
79. This rourd is to be used for target velocities, half of the rounds yawed.

practice purposes in place of high-priced
HVAPDS M331 rounds -;rh run: sub- 81. A second lot of bands for this
pcojecz.,*.s. Low production cost, high round was made of a Type III PVC, Geon
veloci,,, accuracy, and small barrel wt.n- 07 'V A. To aoid the molding difficulties

are the prime requiremer's for this round. that had been encountered with the
Since metal bands caused too much first !s, the. bands were machined from
barrel wear, plastic bands were con- extruded pipe and mounted by the rubber-
sidered as a possibility. swaging-die method described in para-

g'aph 60. When fired in Feb 1954 in the
80. The first bands were transfer- T7) gun with 40,000 psi pressure and

molded of (eon 8680, a Type I PVC. 4, 00 fps ruzzle velociy a horizontal
Substantial amounts of molded-in stesses probable error (PEH) of U.31 aud a
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vertical probable error (PEV) of 0.29 90 - T137 HVAPDS

_:I ... ... ned on a 1000-yard

target. When these rounds were fired at 85. Nylon 6.6 was chosen as the

51,O00 psi (112% of maximum rated pres- rotating band material for this round.

sure), velocities of over 4700 fps were Since the sabot of this routd is made of

reached with a PEH of 0.47 mils and magnesium, a material which is easily

PE of 0.47 mils. deformed, a screw-on band design was

considered. The performance of this

82. Shell with molded Geon 8700 bands nylon band confirmed the experiences of

and shell with molded nylon bands were oher investigators. The performance

fired on 17 and 18 May 19'54 co compare was, in general, not consistent, and the

their performance with thlt of shell accuracy dropped off rapidly when partly

having integral steel bands. No conclu- worn guns which still gave acceptable

sions coald be reached, however. The accuracy wirh metal bands were used.

accuracy of the shell with plastic rota-

ting bands was too poor because the 86. The iuveszigation of molding

gun barrel used had been badly worn by methods for this band is still going on,

the metal-band firings, with the expectation that the inconsist-

encies in performance can bc overcome

83. Additional Geon 8700 and Exon 402 by the development of a band material of

bands were molded and in November more unifor n properties. No means are

1954, the teCsts er- repeated with a new known of sustaining the accuracy while

gun. No significant difference could be wear in the gun barrel increases. The

observed between the two plastic band rate of barrel wear could be reduced,

materials. Accuracy was good at ambient however, if it could be arranged to fire

temperature and pressure, and fair at rounds with plastic bands exciusively.

high pressures (over 45,000 psi) and

temperature extremes. All bands came 105 - T79E I TP-T Uwt

off in firing, and it had to be concluded

chat the band seat used was inadequate 87. Originally, siivere iron bands

for band retention. were designed for this pr,.,ectile. Erop-

sion and weir of the barrel of the T140

84. The band seat design was improved, gun was excessive when this type of

apd additional bands were injection- band was used. Experiments are in pro-

molded of Geon 8700A by Tube Turns gress at the present cime to determine

Plastics, Inc. in firings on 16 May 1955, whether a nylon band would bring about

bands with -eat design PX-13-1810 (Figs a sigaificant improvew ,nt.

12, 13, and !A., pp 34, 35, and 36) were

retained and gave better accuracy than 120 T147E3 TP.T Si..

all ot her designs firtd. (PE H 0.09, PEV

0.27) Additional firing tests at extreme 8& Test firings at Aberaeen Proving

temperatures are planned. Ground of TI16E5 and T147E3 shot
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disclosed that the gilding metal bands Subsequently, PVC (Geon 8700 A) bands
wprp kine Qh#-ar#-e at varitiv r,;t were nrnitied hv SFAL Several reca

around their circumferences. It was also firings indicated perfect functiouing of
disclosed that the shot were emerging this band and good accuracy. Since this
from the gun engraved on the bourrelet round is used in a shoulder-fired recoil-
and even on the body relief. The gun less weapon, only low pressures 1and
eCision associated with these firings velocities of approximately 1000 fps are
was found to be excessive. required. Rigid PVC is well suited for

this application.
89. Since screw-on nylon bands had

recently been used successfully on the BIBLIOGRAPHY
120 mm T102 HVAPDS-T shot, it was
decidedi to modify a quantity of the T147 British R*lps
shot bodies to receive this type of plas-
tic band. I through 4. Neoprene and Pbesolic Bands

(57 .")m, Intelligence Reports R1537-

90. Ten T147 rounds with -crew-on 47, !€6218-47, R7302-47, and R7365-47.

nylon bands and rubber obturaors were These four reports cover Jis-
fired for accuracy in April 1956 with the cussins ith Col G.O.C. Probert
following results: and other rpresentatives of Arma-

ment Research Establishment, Ft,
PEH .09 mils Halstead. Early experiments with

PE V  .19 mils bards made of neoprene-ebonite and
phenolics are described. Projec-

-. :'.. Fair tiles with plastic rotating bands were

.ress . 38,000 psi test fired in the 17 Pr. (3 inch and

the (QF 6Pr 6 cwt (57 mm) guns.Velocity 3350 ps These bands had vrength eno-ugh

When 8 additional rounds were fired for to imp&" proper spin, obturaion
was good; all bands were discarded

recovery, they were found to Lave no
near the muzzle. It was concluded

engraving of the shot body relief anqd na h uze twscol~onlyslihtengraving of the shobodref that the discarding ot the bands
only slight engraving of the forward

was conducive to improve exteriorbourrelet. Additional tests are planned. bliisadicesdrne
ballistics and increased range.

90 - HEAT SIell, T249E4 es64 El 5. Nyion ind Its Use for Bamds for Pro-
lectales. Ministry o Supply, Dirc.torae

9t. This round, as first designed by of Wepon R'search, IR (D) 6/'52,
WT 1098.52

A.D. Little, had an ethyl cellulose rota-

ting band. This band did not perform This repc,f concludes that nylon
satisfactorily at low temperatures. rotating baa, cannot be recommended,
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because shortages of nylon exist 7. Non.Metallic Drivin!! Bands, ARE

in England. Quantitative informirir Ballistics Branch Memorandum 5/52,

or, properties is lacking and no ID 1091432, July 1952

methods for non-destructive inspec- This report desciibes the develop-
tion of thick sections are -,1vailable, ment of a discarding band for fixed

ammunition. Trials indicated that
6 Some Physical Properties o/ Molded it ;r ,%^C ;kl.f^ P0% A:_

Nylon (6.6) and Their Dependence on caiding band in nau:al rubber
Co.ditioning and Aging Treatments, . f

Ministry of Supply, Chmica! Inspec- bnot wh. cn u nr i n si ntoraze Report No. 63, ID 1138433 sho fi::.;s under ternrratdre con-
ditions regardless of the state of

The results of mechanical tests wear of the gun barrel, provided Lhe
on injection-molded tensile and gun design is suitable and the bore

impact specimens of n~ylon con- surface is not rotkgh. The advantages
ditioned to various moisture con- of such bnds are given as: low

tents up to saturation and then band pressure, increased range and
exposed to various levels of temper- gun life, satisfaLtory functioning

ature (-60'F to +140'F) and humid- at high velocities, and better main-

ity are recorded, together with tenance ni ballistics. The band

observations on their dimensional, fragmetts were found to constitute

weight, and density changes; crys- a danger area w~rhi;a a 200 -temi-
tallinity; solution; viscosity; and angle cone around rhe trajectory in

corrosive effect on metals. The the immediate neighLorhood of the
impact strength of water-created gun.
nylon is much greater than that of
dry nylon at ordinary tenperatures 8. ARE Ballistic Branch Memorandum 84.

and very much less at -60F. Lin-
ear changes of about 2% and weight Describes the results of a stu-y
changes of abou t 7% are weghtd of gun wear.

for molded nylon which has beenexposed under wet conditions fo¢ 9. The Effect of Dry Heat on I'ater
Saturated Polyaminde. ARE Ballistics

three months at 140F (e.g., water- Branch Memorandum 93.
saturated nylon exposed under dry
conditions and dry nylon exposed 10. ARE Ballistics Branch Memorandum 96

under wet condiions). The results

indicate that the embuittlement Describes low tem perature firing 9
occurring during the aging of nylon tests of plastic bands and sabots
moldings is associated with the in Canada

grow ,- of crystallites and is ippar-

ently not due to chemical hydrolysis. 11. ARY Bailistics Branch Memoranmum 101.
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Describes method of attachment evaluated. Sp-n was satisfactory
of~ - _ ". . .... j. ~ ;.. .1 __A

all bands were retained.

12. ARE Ballistics Branch Meaorandum
169. 17. Functiouing Trials of No-.Metallic

Driving Bands--improved Method of
Describes hard rubber lear Projectile Recovery, ARE Ballistics

driving cup on projectiles. Branch Memorandum 232, October

1953.
13. A Revietk of lbe Problem of ProLidzng

Non-Metclltc M1aterials /or Use as S types of vulcanized fiber
Bands for Pro/ectiles, ARE Report bands were tested. All functioning
of Non-MetAllic Driving Band P . satisfacLorily. A description is

given of a new procedure, involving
long range firing (several miles)

from Vulcanized Fiber of U. K. Man- followed by recovery in sand, which
factaue, ARE Ballistics Branch worced satisfactorily.

Memcmandunm 222, September 1953.

I. Functzonai Trial of Erprimental
Reports tests of British vulcan- 40 mm Sbot Banded aztb Fiber frow

ized fiber. Roinds were found to the Anglo-Amercal Faber Co.. Ltd.
have satisfactory perfomance. ARE Ballistic Branch Memoandum

264, January 1954.
15. Vuicanized Driving Bands: Fanct;oning

of Simplified De-'Z, ARE Ballistics Addit'onal tests with this particular
Branch Nkmcca,:'-': ',23, September British vulcanized fiber were
1953. made. It was found that spin was

satisfactory and the bands were
Various designs of bands were retained on all of the 12 rounds
tested and it was found that spin that were fired. It was concluded
was satisfactory in all instances that this grade of vulcanized fiber

although bands of some designs is satisfactory.
wece retained &,A bands of others

'-ere not. 19. Bebatior of Vaous Plastics as
DrItI-g BJMd t4aternals. ARE Ballis-

16. Vulcanzged Drning Bands. Fawctloning tics Branch Memorandu, 265, January

of Simplified Designs, ARE Ballistics 1954.

Branch Memorandum 225, Sepcembe-
95 3. Several materials were examined,

also various methods of assemblinS
V arious additional designs were the sands to rhe shell. Tne oo:y
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material fired was phenol- substitution of nylon for copper

formaldehyde/Hycar with asbestos proved impracticable. The adoption

filler. These rounds had saris- of a new ARE design is recom-

factory spin and were stable at the mended.

.tart of flight but all bands came
off after the rounds left the gun. 22. Report on 'ecent Developments on

3", 70 Stay-On Plastic Driving Band,

20. Bebatzo of Various Plastics as ADE D2 Technical Note 8/53, May
Dri:ng Band Materials,, ARE Bal- 1953.
listics Branch Memorandum 307,
September 1954 This report summarizes the

Materials tested were: Ebonite limited success obtained with one

A (natural rubber plus rubber dust), ARE design and recommends fur-

Ebonite B (natural rubber), Ebonite ther changes.

C (GRS), Ebonite E (GRS plusColyiso it e, Eas praldusB, 23. The Use o/ Fromoplas H. T. as c
polyisobutylene), cast Araldite BPriting Band Mahterial. ADE D2and phenol-formaldehyde/HtycarPrtgBad.atrl.DE2
(apd poximaily 84/16) wityr wudTechnical Note "'54, September 1954(approximately 84/16) with wound

nylon cord. Spin was satisfactory

in all cases and all rounds started This note reports recent trials

with Fromoplas H.T. (modifiedthe Ebonite indications are tho polyvinyl formal) driving bands.
• ~~Results indicate che ro;;b,~

many of the bands were lost d,'-'ig Reslt inicote he r i on-

flight. In the case of Araldite it that, given carrcc chamber con-
ditior.'c, a screwed contoured band

is definite that the bands came macin ed b noured
off.In te cae o thephen~l-machined from blanks hot-pressed

off. In the case of the phenol-

formaldehyde/Ilycar with nylon into a driving band groove wirt

cord reinforcing material, spin undercut knurls could be success-

was satisfactory although some fully developed.

yaw was observed. The bands

were probably retained and engrav- 24. Materials l .wonMetallic Dritng
Bands. Part I. Foreiiord, and Part
Ila. The Propertes Requred From a

obtained 1'ith this last group are Drt ng Band Materal, V'inisty of
believed to be encouraging.

Supply, Directorate of Weapons

Research VR(D) 3 53, ID 116'o0,
21. An Appreciation on %vlon )rut Ing

Bands lor " "0, AVF D2 Technical

Note "/52, August 1oS2.
In this report, the inadequacies

Attemr.; at a straight-for, ard of copper and gilding metal bands

4o
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at. discussed. The necessity of 28 April 1955

fincidag ncn-,netallic mater.als for

rotating bands is stressed. For 31. Lt',tng Baras o, QF2C, F ar A-D
plastics, the collection ot a large Proceedings of the Ordnance Boxcd,

amount cf b-ksic data would be 1 M.av 195. , C8436
necessary before any serious

atrem.xs at the choice of materials Because superior accuracy war'

could be made. The properties of obtained with vulcanized fiber

a goo:i rotating band material are bands, additional large scale tests
1 isted. of vu!zcani.ed fiber ban&d- are

planned.

25. .:c/a for Non-Metallic Dritng

Bamds. Part lib. Assessment of the 32. Tratel Report. Dr. Gilman, Chemical

Suitabilty of 4aterials for Sert ice and Plastics Research Lab, SFAL,

Non-Oertlalc Dnrvng Bands, Ministry Picatinrn Arsenal, 20 Janaary 1955.

of Supply, Directorate of Weapons

Research 1R (D) 11/55, May 1955 Reference is nulde to verbal
information obtained from:

Tests for evaluating fflir, l'>.!

in terms of their suitability for use a. Col. J. Flowerdew of the
as rcatiag bands are described. Armamen Design Establishment

Functioning tests, storage terts, (ADE), Ft. halstead, England

manufacturing aspects, and desir-

able physical properties are dealt '. British Ministry of Supply
with in great detail. (AD/XRD and VX4) Shell Mei

House, London, H. larburton Ha'.,

2(. Tropical Testing of QF 20 Pdr. and G.A. Collie.
APDS T Mark 3 Fitted uab Nylon
Dnting Bands, Tropical Testing c. Armament Rsch Establ (ARE),

Establishment (TTE) Report 304, Ioolwich Arsenal. Col A.B.
1st Interim Report Robertson, L. Permutter, and J.H.

.4art in.

2-. TTE Report 33-, 2d Interim Report
33. Verba' Iivorma ton obtained by H.A.

28. TTE Report 364, 3d Interim Report Tiscb. SFAL (Picatinnv Arsenal
from H. Warburton Hall of the British

29. TTE Report 402. 4th Interim Report, Miry of S

q August 1954 Fmaklia lmstiitwf Roprt

4 Research & Detelcipent m Coqwectrov,
30. TTE Report 42', 5th Interim Report. uih rA .4rtdlcrN Au omantao a r,

41
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to Obtain Data for use in the Design obtained with molded vinylite
of Optimum Artillery Ammunition, bands. All bands tested discarded.
Finai Report 326, Contract W-3&034-

ORD-6726, 1 July 1946 to 20 May Projectile stin was measuced
1947. by recording the voltage generated

in a pick-up coil as the rotating
In this first report, preliminary field of a transversely magnetized

studies of rotating bands, rifling, projectile passes through the
friction, time-travel, and other coil, a method introduced by the
topics are discussed. British and further developed at

Franklin Instikure.

35. Interim Report 1-1858, Contract 1-36-
034-ORD-7663, 21 May 1947 to 30 36. Research and Developnent to Improt,',

September 1948. Artillery Ammunition and Material,
Final Report F-1996, Contract V-36,"

The first plastics tested were: 034-ORD-76,63, 21 M~al 1947 to
Teflon, Nylon 6.6, vulcanIzed 7 November 1949
fiber, lignin resin, and vinylite.
Methods of band application used Plastic 20 mm prototypes of ti:e

were: cementing base cup bands bands to be used in the develop-
to base; Slipping band on hot and ment of the 75 mm recoilless

letting it shrink; conventional rifle projectile were, fired success-
method of pressing the band blank fully. They perform-d well at both
(hot or cold) into the band seat low and moderate muzzle velocities.
by means of a West hydr?>-::_ On the basis of these test results,
banding (tire stcing) machine; two plastics from a group of ten
injection or compression molding were selected to be binded on 75

of the band directly to the pro- mm projectiles of this design.
jectile; and forcing the band over

a knurled conical surface on the 37. Progress Reports P-2143-3, -6, -9,
projectile. -10, -11, and Finai eport F-2143-12,

Contract DA-36-034-ORD-4, V 8 Novern-

Because it was too weak, Teflon ber 1949 to 15 October 1050.

gave consistently poor results
in these .50 caliber firing tests. Much effort was devoted to the
Vulcanized fiber gave the best evaluation itnd testing of moldable
results, especially in erosion plastic materials for use in rota-

firinps where its performance ting bands. The excellent perform-

surpassed all other rotating band ance of several plastics in static

materials tested. Fair results were engraving, dynamic engraving, and

42
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firing :ests oa a 20 mm scale structuie as a result of firing was
demonstrated their renbral sur. observed.

ability for rotating band use.

The investigation of the uwe of
Bands of .hyl cellulose were plastic bands in recoilless riles

designed for 75 mm and 105 min was coaiinued. The conclusion

recoilless rifle projectiles. In tes was reached that unengraved bands

firings at Aberdeen Proving Ground made of the plastics so far rested
at temperatures of .450 F, 700 F, are suitable for use only in future

and 165 0F, the 75 mm bands per- rifles having certain specidt
formed with good accuracy. In the design features. Cal .50 erosion

105 mm tests, there was no damage tests of nylon and ethy! celallose
to the tOin-wallcd rifle barrel bands showed much less barrel

from the pressure of the plastic wear tha:, any band, including iron

bands. wire. previously tested.

38. L7:al Repot F-2214, Contract DA- A preliminary investigation of

36-34-ORD-63, I" November p950 to certain band design factors was

15 December 1951. started.The effects of variations
of band width, band dianeter, seat

Several new plastic materials diameter, and velocity were
were evaluated as rotating bands studied.

ov dynamic engraving and firing
tests on the 20 mm scale. A tocal 39. Final Report F-228", Ccmract DA-

f eighteen plastics had now been 36-ORD-690-RD, 16 Deccaber 1951

evaluated by such tests. Nylon to 30 Ia-ary 1953.

FM iO.0O is the only material :hx
performed well at all temperatures The performance of fifteeu new

and at both low (1100 fps) and plastics was evaluated by 20 mm

high (2700 fps) velocities. Several firing test... Fastening methods

other materials gave acceptable other than molding were studied.
resuilts ut.der ceain coaditions The results 'n several cases were

and appear suitable for certain most encouraging. In particular.

specific applications, two types of swaged Geoc bands
performed well at the high velociy

A btief stody of the micro- level.

structure of ethyl cellulose bands

before and after firing was trade High temperature tests indicat-d

witb the aid of an electfan microo- that nylon may be acceptable er

scope. No significant change in a substitute band material fto

4C
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20 mm machine gun ammunition. 40. A Survey of Plastics for Rotating

A tiring program to confirm thibs -- ., t. - M; .. , 1 -2 58-1. Co "
possibility was p!anned. A pre- tract DA-3&034-ORD-1215 RD, 30

liminary lot of 105 mm plastic A,ril 1954.

bands was fired at Jefferson

Proving Ground. Although the This report is a survey covering

plastic bands were A direct sub- more than 40 moldable plastics.

stiution for the present gilding Their suitability for use as rota-

metal band with no changes in ting bands was judged chiefly by

band dimensions, two nylon Lfrmu- their ability, when fied, to impart

lation. performed cuite well. spin to a projectile, to obturate,

and to be retained on the projec-

tile in flight. The ditferent mate-A plestic band was designed forril aed sc bdloth

a new 57 mm recoilless rifle. Sice mians are ei d as themannier of making and fastening the
no service components were invol- bands and he way in which the

ved, both the cube and shell were bands were tested. Detailed results

modified to accommodate an opti- of tests in which they were fired

mum band. A firing test program under various conditions are given.

for this band was prepared. The report also contains brief
n discussions ot fastening methods

ige theralcoefvent f other than molding, gun erosion,
higher thermal coefficient of design parameters, and e raving

expansion than metals, equations charaters T e o auin
characteristics. The conclusion

were developed to predict band is reached that pas. cs are gene-

diametet at extreme temperatres. ally suitable for use as rotating

The equations were verified experi- band materials. Several moldable
mentally and will be a valuable pIascics ari designated as most

aid in band design. promising.

A system of instrumentation 41. A General Dzscvssion of Rotatin:

was developed to me-asure spin o Band Dt'sign. Interim Report 1-2358.4,

.C mm projectiles during flight. Contract 1A-3&-34-ORi-1215 RD,

Statistical analysis of test results ?3 May 1955.

indicated that this instrurnentation

has a precision of 4'c at the This report summarizes and

95"- confidence level. The system evaluates presently available band

can be built for use with cther design methods. The functions and

caliber', from the intorrraticn giv,-n features of a rotating band are

in the report. explained. The many new maLerials
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(soft iroti, sintered iron, non- proicctiles because of extreme

ferrous alloys, and piastics) esi co d&iLriVs a.d i&"ez.Ne
,which a desigeer can use now are band seat designs.

discussed in terms of these basic
junctions and features, A simple c. Recovered bands showed

band design problem is worked that the values chosen for bearing

out in detail, and suggestions are and shear stresses are safe for

given for mak:ng , tests of nylon. It was coacuded that nylon

new bands. In general, thk report rotating bands m-.'er the rotational

reveals the inadequacy of our requirements, but flha further
prtsert methods for designing and experimeetation will be needed

testing rotating bands. to solve the problem ot band reten-
tion.

42. Preliminary Detelcpmea of Plastic

Rotazvg Beads for the 2' mm T142 43. Fzring Tests oi Plcstzc Rciatznp

P-act ice Projectile, Interim Report Bands /or 5- ,m Recoilless Rz~le,

1-2358-5, Contract DA-36..034-RD- Inerim. Re, -235-, rac D-

1215 RD, 3 May 1955, 3&934-ORD-1215 RE, 23 May 1955.

This report contains rhe results During 'he past fcri years, an

of a preliminary study of nylon extensive developcnem nrog~am on

rotating bands for the 27 mm T142 the 57 mim recoilless riile has been

practice prciectile. Four bands conductced. The awu of the prorram

desigrs wtre developed, one for has be en :o reduce the wtight of

direct substitutioc fr gilding the ,ea)on and to investigate the

metal, one for maxitium driving feasibility of using uanengr ved

edge bearing stress, oce for plastic roa.ing baods. This report

maximum shea: q:-ss, And one for contains the results of a proof

greater interference than i1ding test of nylca and ethyl cellulose

metal. These band designs were bands. F~arklin Institute designed

subjected to preliminary firing the bands and modifiel an experi-

tests results of which may be mental rubt for the firing test,

sumimarized as follows: which was conducted on a Frank-
ford Arseml range.

a. Two of the four designs

(representing maximum bearing The test results snowed tha:

stress and maximum shear stress) both nylon i.nd ethyl czllulose

impated full spin to the projec- bands g;ve projectuiz. performance

tiles. cot pArable to thr provided bs

b. All bands -eparatrd irom t6* prg bands. Tbe prooi test
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also demonstrated that che band on 96 - 20 mm projectiles wkh
,4,e;n v.^' , , ridworks inscribed on their bands.

regard to band pressure and band

retention. The band sep-aration 45. Fin&I Report F-2358-, Contract DA-

multiple bands and a redesigned 3(034-ORD-1215 RD, january 1953
band seat. to May !955.

44, Play ;:c Flow of Rotating Zz_-ds durng This report restates in condensed

Static Engtaving, Interim leport I- form the firndings pblished in

2358"9, Contract DA-36-034-ORD- Inte-rim Reporrs 2358-1 to -9. In

1215 Ra, 23 May 1955. addition, resul's of erosion firing
of cal .49 projectiles w;th glass

A method is proposed tot cal- fiber-filled polystyrene bands are

culating the engraving L esistauice reported. It was concluded that

of a rotating band. Grid-vorks are gun tube wear from these bands is

inscribed on the rotatinS bands and not excessive and may be even

a quasi-static, step-wis-.e engraving >.,s2; y less than chat produced

process is used to obtain data on by nylon, the least erosive oand

the incremental strains in the material tested thus far.

bands. !t is postulated that com-
binig tese trans nc cn ota-Existing methods of band designbining these strains int o an octa- c e s m ai d an evl t d

hedral shear strain part ern will wre summarized and evaluated,

give the same parameter in actual and the characteristics ot band

firing as in static testiug. It i materials now available werefurther postualted that, if the reviewed. In general, this workreveals the inadequacy of present

strain rates for the incr-ements are
known, the proper strc. s-srai, design procedures. Several ways

curve will indicate the band of improving design criteria are
suggested.

stresses. From these s tresses,

the engraving resistance can be

derived.
A study was be ,un of the mecha-

A special camera is described nisms by which the driving edge of

which measures band clisplacemewn a band-land fails to suppot the

accurately by taking emlarged rotational force applied by the

photographs. A mathermaical rifling. An experimental set-up %as

derivation is given for a new developed to the point where the

method of finding suface strains loading and re.,ultan displacemer

from gridwock motions- This of the driving edge could be deter-

engraving experiment was performed mined satisfactorily.
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46. Minutes of Conference on Rotaing made of Nyloo FM 10001 (Zyte!

Bands held at Watertown Arsenal 101) exposed to storagr conditions
Laboratories 19-10 Febcuary 1951, of i50F and I0% R.H. showed

published by Franklin Institxe. a severe degradation of physical
(Confidential) promerties after one week of

exposure. Houe-"er, 20 mm rotating
Novel Ordance L~xweory (NOL) Repwts bands molded from the same batch

of Zytel 101 performed sawisfacto-

47. S.P. Proscn and J.J. Strobel, The rily in -45F, ambient, and I6WF
Detieirtment of 3 ' 0 Rotating Bands firings after 10 weeks of the same

d Seabng Cups. NAVORD 2308, exposure. The hand diameers
13 March 1%2. expanded as much as 0.01C" during

exposure. The advantages of cool-
Development of designs and ing the nylon bands quickly after

mo'ding methods for plastic rota- molaize are described.

ting bands. Nylon and ethyl cellu-

lose were used as band materials. 50. S.P. Prosen and T.J. Ti11ia0s, !rrmes.
tigation of the L se of Plastic Rota.

48. J.E. Long and S.P. Prosen, Intesti- ting Bauds on 20 aw Proyec-; les.

gaston of the Use of Plastic Rotarmg Progress Report il, NAVORD 3909,

Bands on 20 mm Projectiles. Progress 9 Way 1955

Report I, NAVORD 3"16, 20 May 1954.

Plastics of three typserTen types of plastics were pes were
-, -' ,-, ... -xiouation of

investigated as bands for 20 mm
projectiles fired from a standard rorra, - -:op plastic

rcxa.,. oond for 2C men projec-
20 mm barrel. A qualitative snalysis x&. otd;fr2,ripojc

a i tiles. One molded nylon (Zytel
of the tes results showed that 101) and one molded PVC mate-
two injection-molded nylon mate- I10)adoemle V ae

rial (Geoc 8700A) performed satis-
rials and one epoxy-ype :-asing factorily as rotating bands for

material had performed satisfa.to.- mm p rottie up t oa

rily as 20 mm rotating bands at i20 mm projectiles up to maximum

veloc,ies up to 3350 fps. i v l00 aps.
• mately 4000 fps.

49. S.P. Prosen, Accelerated Aging ot

Molded 'ylom and 20 ww %'lon Rota- 5 1 T.J. Williams and S.P. Prosen, lVt es.
ting Bainds, NAVORD 3931, 28 March tgatzow of ew I se of Piastc Rotawtrg
191,15. Banas & P pe octiles Puorvss

Report ill. N.AVORV 4134. 28 Spelem-

In)ection -molded cest specimens bet r

4-
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Seven types of plastics were projectiles are used, as compared
investigated in connection with with approximately 450 rounds when
the 20 mm plastic rotating band copper-banded proj"ctiles ate used.

program. Three of t'he seven types The criterion of end of gun life
tested (Cycolac 12830, Nylon BN- for nylon-banded projectiles is
3, Geon 81141) performed satis- loss of range accuracy for a fraction

factorily as rotating bands for of the rounds. The substitution of

20 mm projectiles up to maximum nylnn for copper redlices the rate
obtainable velocities of approxi- of gun wear at the origin by a
mately 4000 fps. factor of approximately 5. The rate

of wear fcrward of the origin is
Naval Proving Ground Raports reduced by an even larger factor.

Wild rounds probably occur because

52. R.B. Butler, Rotating Band Study, the process of eng, aving the band
NPC 658, 13 October 1950. is affected by origin wear, even

though the amount of wear would

53. R.b. Butler and D.L. Winehell, not be considered large for copper
Design and Tests of High Velocity bands.
Nylon-Banded Projectiles, NPG 720,
23 January 1951.

55. R.H. Lyddame and R.B. Butler, Nylon

A nylon band was developed for Rotating Band /or 20 ma High Veloc.

ammunition for the 3"/50 gun which ity Projectile, NPG 10"9, 28 Febru-

functioned successtully in new guns uv 1953.

at muzzle velocities uv to 1050 fps,

imparting full spin and obturating Nylon roatirg bands were

satisfactorily. All bands tested developed which iiaparted full spin

discarded at or very near the to the projectile, obcurated satis-

muzzle as small pieces. Further factorily, and did not fringe or
improvement is needed, produce yaw to an unacceptable

extent when tested ; a 20 mm Mk

54. R.H. Lyddame, R.P. Butler, and 12 gun at muzzle velocities up to

D.A. Dickson, Life Test of3" 50 3500 fps and at temperatures
AA Gun Mk 22 Mod S witb NIlon ranges from -650 F t c +160' F. These

Banded Pro;rc:ales. NPG 981, 10 Jwn bands appear, on t he basis of a
1952. relatively small amount of firing,

to be retained in fligl.

The life of :- 30/50 M.k 22, Mod

5 gun, fired with NH powder, and 56. R.S. Butler and F.P. DeGaetaoo,

in rapid fire, is approximately flalistic Test of S o ' Spin.

IC00 rounds when nylon-banded Stabulured Dscawdig Sabo# Projectile

48
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(uitb Nylon Rotating Band). NPG Ex~reme temperature firings

1294. 24 SetxerrSer 1954. indicated that a hand -ar dezien
and a method of molding had been

57. R.B. Butler and F.P. DeGaecano, achieved which produces a band

Development of 5"/3;75- 5pir- that is retained in flight under all

Stabiiized Discarding Sabo: Projec- firing conditions. Rapid fire results
tile (witb Nylon Rotating Band), showed that satisfactory perform-

NPG 1300, 25 October 1954. ance of the band is obtained even
in a very hot gun. In chromium-

This phase of Naval sabot plated barrels, the nylon bands
development work showed that an produced a spectacular increase

aluminum sabot base with a nylon of gun life. The short raa, dis-
rotating band will perform satis- persion obtained in rapid fire was
factorily, giving a velocity of generally comparable with that
about 4200 fps at a pressure of obtained with gilding meta) bands.
34,000 psi. In accuracy firing (slow fire)

acceptable dispersion at long

58. R.B. Butler and F.P. DeGaetano, range was obtained.
Development and Evaluation of a
5"/3.750 Spin-Stabilized Discarding 60. R.B. Butler, Development of Nylon

Sabot Pronectile. NPG 1310, 26 Novev Potating Bands: Artificial Aging

ber 1954. Tests, NPG 135", 25 Maryh 1955.

With the Type 1 Mod 6 projec- The nylon band developed for
tile described in this report a the .20 inm high performance Mk 12
successful sabot design for both aircraft gun whichi had previously
the 51/54 gun and the 50/38 gun shown excellent performance wa .

was achieved. Excellent uniformity nubjected to artificial aging fol.

of velocity, pressure, sabot lowed by firing tests to obtain
separation, and range was attained, information on the storage life to

be expected of it. The artificial
59. R.B. Buclei, Developmeni and Test aging was conducted at tempera.

of Nylon Rotating Band for 20 mw tures of 1501F and 160cF and at
01.16b Velocity Prolectde. NPG 1342, 95% to 100% relative humidity for

10 March 1955. periods of up to 16 weeks. The

results tend to indicate that the

This report continues the storage life of this bind under

account of the development ,,,^k service conditions will be adequate.

oa nylon rotating bands previously Mold temperature tests indicated

reported in NPG Rep-t 720. that superior performance can be
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obtained from nylon (Zytel 101) spiral wear, such bands will fail.
L r% - a r 1-! 1-c

Dands 11' LOC- bandUs dit prouced ii n-Dy the use ol multipic CJu&CZ,

cool molds. the maximum body deformation can

be reduced substantially. The

Limited tests of injecti.on- smaliest amount of body deforma-

molded PVC bands (EXON 402 tion observed 'n 5"/54 tests to
and Geon 8700A) in the Mk 12 gun date, 0.017 inch, was obtained in

showed satisfactory ballistic per- this way. The range performance

formance with regard to projectile and the rate of gun wcar with

spin and band retention. swaged iron bands ,emain to be

determined.
61. R.B. Butler and F.P. DeGaetano,

Ballistic Tests of 60-lb 5"/54 H.C. c. W'ith a given powder charge,
Projectiles witb Various 3and Mate- any gien velocity can be obtained

rials, NPG 1410, 17 October 1955. with nylon bands at pressures
which are from 4 to 6 tons lower

In an attempt to obtain a rota- than those for the gilding metal

ring band for the 60-lb 5"/54 pro- bands. By taking advantagT of
00ctile which would show improved this pressure differential, a 60-lb

performance at high velocity, projectile with n-lon bands can be

severai band desigas were sub- fired at velocities as high as

jected to limited testing. 3286 fps without exceeding the

48000 psi service pressure limi-
As a result of these tests, it tation. In a new gun, at extreme

was concluded that: velocity with the 60-lb projectile
and at proof pressure with the 70-

a. An auxiliary welded overlay lb projectile, no band wear occurs.

iron band added behind the standard On the basis of the negligible

gilding metal band decreased band wear of chrome-plated barrels in

wear in both new and worn guns ocher calibers, nylon-banded pro-

and prevented projectile body jec6ile fired at high velocity in the

engraving. In worn guns, the range 5"/'54 gun should give acceptable

performance was improved by the gun life with low velocity loss.

use of such auxiliary bands. The

effect of the added iron band on Picatinny Arsenal Repcrts

gun wear in general is not known.

b. Swaged ingot iron bands, 62. .Minutes of S'yr-'posaiun on Plastic

replacing gilding metal completely, RoCatiig Bends Held at Picatinnv

show excellent engraving :a new Arsenal 24-25 Februay 1054, Published

guns. In severely worn gun; without by Picatinny Afrsena, (( 006'dential)
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63. 'Ienry A. Ti u h, Mecbanical Prop. 67. E. Castana, Fabrzcaticn o Plastic
irtes of Rigai Plastics at Low Rtaing Basds '&r 20 i Prcaectzles,

Temperataes, Picatinny Arsenal Picatinny Arsenal Plastics Research
Technical Report 1898, May 1954. Laboratory Report 54-.2-21, 26 Feb,-

ruary 1954.
64. Henry A. Tisch, Properties of Rigid

Polyuretbane. Picatinny Arsenal This report shov-s that rotating
Technical Report 2335, September bands can readily be fabricated 1)v
1956. conventional molding methods and

tl"i Eey can also be mace by
65. Henry A. Tisch, Prooerties of Rigid casting, laminating, and swaging.

Polyvinyl Cboride, Picririy Arsenal The different methods, molds, and
Technical Report 2382, November molding conditions f&r various
1956. thermoplast;c and ther.,mosetting

materials are aescribed.
66. Henry A. Ti!.ch, Su..gzng o/ Plastic

Rotatzn Bands by Means of a Rubber 68. Robert Barrett, Resistance oi Plas.
Die, Picatinny Arsenal Plastics tics to Outdoor Expcsure. Picatinny
Research Laboratory Report 53-M2- Arsenal Technical Report 2102. Feb.
100. 30 December 1953. ruary 195 . (Confidential)

A method of firmly seating plas- 69. Im estigation of Met/od -,/ Assewbl)
tic rotating bands made of extruded of ComPler, Rouans 7rourb tbe
polyvinyl chloride tubing was Mediu , of R-ber Dies, Picminny
established. A specially designed Arsenal Industrial Division Report
rubber swaging die was used. 3, Problem P-46-9, 4 .May 1953.
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APPENDIX Mognetization of Vrom ctil*

ograetic Method for Measuring 1. For cross magnetization of the
Projectile Spin projectile a jig (Fig 15) designed by the

The method used for measuring veloc- Instrumentation Section ar Picarinny

itv and spin is a modification of the Arsenal is uised. This jig is made up

method used by the Franklin Institute. of approximately 210 turns of plastic

A shell is magnetized transversely and coated No. 12 AG Wire, wound on 1 in.

longitudinally, and fired through 2 sole- steel stock. A 6-volt storage battery

noids connected in series with a pick-up is used as a source of magnetomocive

coil. The magnetized projectile induces force. The jig has movable pole pieces

a voltage in the coils, which is of the to adjust the angle of magnetization.

same frcquency as tht, spin. By measuring
the period of this voltage the spin rate Translational Velocity and Spin

can be found. A (/escription or the

method follows: 2. Two marker coils and a pick-up coil

Fig 0 Magnetizer for 3" mm Projectile

O N)
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(in this test coil lengths ot 15, 25, and Rockets and JATOS employing Propel-
35 feet were used) &,ade up of 8 conductor jam Powders as Fuel" ,paUd uy
cables are connecte, ;w series and G.F. Gensheimer.
physically located parallel to the tra-
jectory as shown in Figure 16 (p 55). Referring to Figure 21 (p 60) which is
The two marker coils (atout 24 inches a typical trace, the following method was
in diametrr) are secureiy fastened to used to calculate the data on spin:
wooden rings and suspended on a taut
rope. The instrumentation used is shown d - Distanct. between marker coils
in Figure 17 (p 56). The voltage induced on trace in inches
in the coils by the moving projectile is
fed into a Potter Instrument Shaping D - Actual distance between marker
Adapter Model 661. This instrument has loops in feet
the features of an amplifier and pulse
shaper; however, in these tests only the N - Numb,-r of turns chosen for
amplifier stae is used, the main purpose measurement

being to remove sixty cycle pick-up. The
signal from the Shaping Adapter is T - Time base in milliseconds of the
applied to an Electronic Tube Corpoazion distance d on trace

Type H4GEL Oscilloscope. An Elec-
tronic Tube Corporation Type Signal I -Time base in milliseconds of N
Generator Model ESI provides a time turns on trace

base for the oscilloscope. (In these tests

2 cps w used). S - Nominal twist (as specified by
drum camera is used for seq.o-wrving the the manufacturer) of the 37 mm
recording and firing equipment, and for gun in feet per turn

photographing the oscilloscope display.
Figure 18 (p 57) shows the drum camera ThL- linear velocity of the shtll in feet
and oscilloscope; Figure 19 (p 58) shows pr secood -

sequencing roller and commutating con-
tacts on the drur, camera; and Figure 20 D x 12 x 10'
(p 59j shows sequencing chassis and d x T
Western Electric Type 275 relays used
for switching. Only i. portion of the
sequencing units of this equipment were The rotational velocity ot the shell in
used in these tests. For a description revolutions per secrod -

of the construction and operation of this
firing and sequencing equipmet, see
PA Tech Rpc No. i8l8., subject: N -- ICP
"InstrumeWatioa for Obtaining Pressure
and Thrust Daa from Statically Fired t
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Theoretical spin in revolutions per tra,:es. The Franklin Irstitute used

s.ciu a Tektronix oscilloscope in place of

the 4-channel osc;loscope and a Polar-

D x 12 x 10' oid camera in place of the drum camera

d x T Y S used in these tests. The advantage ot

using a 4-beam oscilloscope lies in

Rotational Velocity the fact that no lock out sweep cir-
m% Spin Theoretical Spin cuit is necessary, as is required with

the Tektronix oscilloscope to eliminate

N x d x T xS x 100 multiple sweeping. The substitution oi

t x D x 12 the drum camera for the Polaroid camera
is desirable because the associated

firing and sequence units of the former

The. results of these tests iodicate provide automatic control of recording,

that the magnetic coupling system for and the traces are magnified approxi-

the measLrement of spin yield satisfactory mately 6 times.
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Fig 16 Picatinny Test Firing Setup. Flight p'icture box In fregroumdr, spinl measurement

coils in background.
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Linear Velocity Loop

Rotational VelocityS 37mot Shell 7iLoop

Potter
Shaping Adapter

Model 661

Elect Tube Oscilloscope
SCe ration Electronic Tubesigne enerator Corporation
Mel IESI Type Hegel

rlrum
Camera

Fis 17 Instrumentuaon for Spin Meaurement
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Fig 21 Typical Oscilloscope Trace

d - Distance in feet between marker

coils on record

E Actual distanc, ir feet between
marker coils

N - Number of turns chosen for
measurement

1 - Length in feet on N turns on
record

Spin (ftirev),,

dxN
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